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2024 Wildwood 28VIEW $53,224.85
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Description New 2024 Forest River RV Wildwood 28VIEW Forest River Wildwood View travel
trailer 28VIEW highlights: Island with Four Bar Stools Hidden Pantry Storage
Oversized Refrigerator Walk-In Shower Versa-Tilt Custom King Bed Sectional Sofa
  The perfect couple's coach with a view!  This Wildwood View features a 7'
kitchen island and five bar stools for dining and prep space.  The island also
houses a double kitchen sink for easy clean-up.  Thanks to the island, you will
enjoy 15 linear feet of countertop space throughout.  The view will be of your
choosing thanks to 95.5 square feet of windows that will easily bring the
outdoors inside.  A sectional sofa across the back of the unit provides ample
seating to relax and enjoy a good book or the entertainment center.  Behind the
entertainment center, you will find hidden storage space with shelves so
everything can be tucked out of sight, and an oversized refrigerator will provide
enough space for your perishables while you are on vacation as well.  A full bath
is conveniently located near the main entry featuring StepAbove entry steps
leading inside.  The bath provides a walk-in shower, vanity with sink, toilet, and
linen storage.  In the private front bedroom, a Versa-Tilt custom king bed will
allow you a relaxing and comfortable night's rest, and once again, a great view
out the dual opposing windows.  On the outside, a 23' awning offers additional
living space protected from the elements, and a spacious pass-through storage
compartment will allow you to stow away your camp chairs and outdoor
equipment and games easily for transport.   Enjoy years and years of memories
with any one of these Forest River Wildwood travel trailers! They are built with a
Dicor PVC roof membrane, a powder coated I-beam frame, and an aerodynamic
front radius profile for an easier tow. The triple seal slide out system prevents
water from seeping inside and keeps it outside where it belongs. The Best In
Class Value Package includes upgraded designer furniture, seamless countertops
with no T-mold, and two zone residential soundbars with FM, Bluetooth, HDMI
and USB. You will also appreciate the heated and enclosed Accessi-Belly with
removable underbelly panels, the power tongue jack with an LED light, and the
designated CPAP storage. Some new upgraded features include: an upgraded
slide-out fascia, a Versa-Tilt bed, an upgraded shower head, and a 60K BTU
tankless water heater, and so much more! Front Bedroom|Rear Living
Area|Kitchen Island

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 2427
VIN Number: 586-2427
Condition: New
Length: 387
Sleeps: 3
Slideouts: 1

Item address 7211 E ST RD 46, 47006, Batesville, Indiana, United States
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